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I. INTRODUCTION 
A set of polynomials {P&x)}, in which each P, is of degree exactly n, is said 
to be Appell-like1 if the polynomials satisfy a generating relation of the form 
@,) OUn = 44 $qsg(w)], (1.1) 
where A(w), #(t), and g(w) are formal power series. The above polynomials 
include such general classes of polynomials as Appell polynomials (g(w) = w, 
#(t) = et) and Sheffer polynomials (#(t) = e”). In addition, Appell-like 
polynomials include polynomials which frequently occur in applications and 
which are not included in the class of Sheffer polynomials. An example of 
such a set is the set of Legendre polynomials. Throughout this paper we will 
have occasion to use the following result due to Boas and Buck* [l] concerning 
the power series $(t) and g(w): in (1 .I) the PJx) are polynomials if and only if 
g(0) = 0; furthermore, if 
g(w) = f &P”~ 4(t) = f %P 
+I-1 n-o 
then P,(x) is of degree n if and only if g,y, # 0 for all it. For a discussion 
of the expansion properties of many sets of polynomials which are Appell- 
like, we refer the reader to the monograph by Boas and Buck [2]. 
By a linear operator J we will mean an operator of the form 
1 Some authors refer to these polynomials as generalized Appell polynomials; we 
wiIl contribute to the somewhat varied terminology of the polynomial literature and 
refer to them as Appell-like polynomials. 
* Numbers in brackets designate references at the end of the paper. 
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where y’“)(x) indicates the nth derivative of y with respect to .V and where 
L,(X) is a polynomial of degree not exceeding 71. Properties of linear operators 
of the form (1.2) have been determined [3] and it has been shown that in 
order for the operator (1.2) to carry every polynomial into one whose degree 
is less by precisely one, it is necessary and sufficient that 
and 
n-1 
Lo(x) = 0, LW = c &LkX”, 11 = 1, 2, 3,... 
k=O 
A, = n& + n(n - 1)/s, + ..* + n! &-r # 0, n = 1) 2, 3 ,... . 
Furthermore, if (P,(x)> is a given set of polynomials, then there is a unique 
operator / for which J[P,] = Pn-l , n = 1, 2, 3 ,... . 
The main purpose of this paper will be to focus attention on the linear 
operator / as given in (1.2) with J[Pn] = Pnpl when it is applied to Appell- 
like sets of polynomials, i.e., sets satisfying the relation given in (1.1). In 
Section 2 we will obtain a characterization of the linear operator J by explicit 
representation of the polynomial sets {L,(X)}. In Section 3 we will determine 
a linear functional equation of infinite order of the form 
g1 Mk(4 J"[y] = Ay (1.3) 
satisfied by {P,(x)} where X = n for y = P,(x) and where n/l,(x) is a poly- 
nomial of degree < K. In (1.3) J”[y] means an application of the operator J 
toy a succession of K times. The representation (1.3) is then extended to the 
case where h is a polynomial in n. 
In Section 4 we determine under what conditions the Appell-like set 
{P,(x)> satisfies a finite order equation of the form (1.3). Then, using the 
results of Sections 2 and 3, we determine necessary and sufficient conditions 
on the set of polynomials {P,(x)} such that {P,(x)) will satisfy a finite order 
linear differential equation. 
2. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE LINEAR OPERATOR J FOR 
APPELL-LIKE SETS 
Let {P,(x)} be an Appell-like set with g(w) = zr=rg,wk in (1.1). By the 
power series inverse of g(w), denoted by H(w), we mean the power series 
H(w) = CT=1 hkwk obtained formally from 
~kW1 = ef(~u)l = w* (2.1) 
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Before proceeding to the main results of this section, we will prove a 
preliminary theorem concerning the representation (1.1). 
LEMMA. Suppose that {P,(x)} is an Appell-like set with A(w) = 1 in (1.1) 
and suppose further that J has been determined such that J[P,,] = Pnpl . Then 
for any Appell-like set {Qn(x)> with ~~-,,Qn(x) wn = A(w) $[xg(w)] and with 
t,!(t) andg(w) as in (1.1) for the set {Pn(x)>, we have J[Qn] = Qn-l . 
In order to prove this lemma we suppose that {Pn(x)} satisfies (1.1) with 
A(w) = 1 and that / has been determined such that J[Pn] = Pnel. Further- 
more, suppose that {QJx)> is an Appell-like set satisfying (1.1) with #(t) and 
g(w) as above and with d(w) = ~~=s u,wn. Then 
A(w) f P&C) w” = $ Q&Y) w” = A(w) @g(w)]. 
n=o il=O 
(2.2) 
Expanding the term to the left in (2.2) as the Cauchy product of two power 
series in w, we obtain Q,,(x) = CExo a,P,-, (x) on equating coefficients of wn. 
But then 
J[QnWI = f: alcJ[f’n-&)I 
I;=0 
on using the linearity properties of J and finally, using the fact that 
JFnl = Pn-l , we get 
n-1 
J[QnWl = 1 @‘n-d4 = Qn&). 
k=O 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that {P,(x)} . IS un Appell-like set with g(w), A(w), 
and #(t) given respectivel’y by: 
g(w) =g,w +g,w2 + **- with k!l f 0 
A(w) = a, + a,w + u2w2 + .** 
$qq = 1 + y1t + yp + --* with yn + 0 for all n. 




J[y] = L,(x) g + L,(x) 2 + *-* +L,(x)g + *** (2.6) 
and where the polynomials (Ln(x)> are given by 
L,(x) = &‘,, + &IX + &x2 + .‘. + &n.n--1Xn--l, 12 = 1, 2, 3,... (2.7) 
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and L,(x) = 0. Then the coejicients t;Ej in {L,(x)} satisfy recurrence relations 
of the form: 
r n.k = (n + k) (n + k - 1) *a* (n + l)fko + (n + k) a-* (n + 1) &+,,, + *.- 
+ (n + k)! L+k.n , (2.8) 
where 






Yntk k = 1, 2, 3,... (2.9) 
and hk is the coeficient of wk in the expansion of H(w). 
We begin the proof by observing that it is sufficient to take A(w) = I 
from the preceding lemma. Then 
z. P,(x) w” = t&&41 = ; Y&&91 
and hence 
J [go&(*) wj = ;. J[P&)] wn = w f ~n-1(4 wUn-l 
W-0 
so that 
If  we expand J as in (2.6) we obtain 
L,(x) i m++&(w) + L,(x) jJ n(n - 1) x+?&(w) + *** 
n-0 n-0 
+ L&) i. (n “A)! x”-%$?(w) + “’ 
= w f y,xngn(w). (2.10) 
Tl=O 
Equating coefficients of x” in (2.10) after substituting for L,(x) from (2.7) 
gives 
wW(w) = (n + 1) Y~+~&P+W 
+ [(n + 2) (n + 1) Y~+~&P+~(w) + (n + 1) nr,+h~P+~Wl + - - 
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If we now employ Y~,~ given by (2.8) the above expression reduces to 
YnW = Yn+lrn.lgCw) + Yn+2y&?(w) + *.* + %~+jrn,j[g(w)li +- ‘** * 
Finally we expand w as a power series in g(w) as in (2.1). Then 
and equating coefficients on powers of g(w) in (2.11) gives the desired result 
(2.9). 
COROLLARY 2.1. The coeflcients e,,, of (2.7) are given by 
lo when k=O 
k 
b + 4 an--n-1 + (n + 4 (n + k - 1) Y,,-2 
n+k.n = &!*- [ Yn+r-1 2! ‘ynik-2 
(- l)“(n + k)! 
n!k! yk 19 k = 1, 2, 3 ,... . 
(2.12) 
In order to prove this corollary we observe from (2.8) that 
+ ... &n+k.n . 
Now let 
@k(t) = okr, + ek+,,,t + 1Pk+2.2t’ + **’ +~k+n.Jn + *** 
whereupon we have 
Hence 
tDk(t) = e-t fJo & tn. 
Comparing coefficients of tn on both sides of the above expression we obtain 
t 
1 r, k 1 -A-__ 
n+k*n = O! (n + k)! 
yn-l. k 
l! (n+k - I)! 
+ . . . (- l)” fO.k 
-- n! k! ’ 
which reduces to the expression (2.12) after substituting for rjSk , j = rz, 
71 - l,... 0, from (2.9). 
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We can characterize the polynomials {L,(X)} 
We define an operator D by 
in (2.6) in another fashion. 
+ 
wn d”u -- 
(n!)” 3/n dw” I 
+ , . . . (2.13) 
w-0 
where ‘yn, n = 1,2,... are again the coefficients in the expansion of a/(t), 
(2.5). The operator D defined by (2.13) is a linear operator which carries a 
polynomial of degree n > 0 into another polynomial of degree rz. 
COROLLARY 2.2. The coefficients in {L,(x)} of the operator J when applied 
to Appell-like sets are given by 
.:+l e,*s w” = y8 D[wW(w)] - ‘YS-~W D[w8-W(w)] + YS-2 $ D[zP2H(w)] 
- **a (- 1)8 $ D[H(w)] (2.14) 
where s = 0, 1, 2 ,... . 
In order to prove this corollary we let 1z = s in (2.12). Then we form the 
following power series: 
nc+l 4wwn = il 4+k.swS+IC 
co 
=& &!  * - I 
(s + k)Ys-1 + . ..(- 
Ys+k-1 
hkwkfs hkw8+k-1 
k=l (s + W ‘Ys+k - ys-lw jl (S + k - I) !  3/.q+k-l 
f 
n-s+1 
&sw” = 3/s D[wWw)] - ys-lw D[w+lH(w)] + -a- (- 1)” $ D[H(w)]. 
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COROLLARY 2.3. The polynomials {L,,(x)} in (2.6) satisfy the relation 
gl Llc(x) wL = eczW D[H(w) $(xw)]. (2.15) 
In order to obtain this result we allow s to take on the values 0, 1, 2,... in 
(2.14). Multiplying the resulting equations by 1, x, x2,..., respectively, we 
obtain the set of equations 
ilkkOWk = Dpqw)], s = 0 
(2.16) 
co 
a? c ek+s,swk+8 = xs ys D[wW(w)] - 
k=l I 
9 w D[w=‘H(w)] 
Adding the left-hand side of (2.16) we obtain C;c”=lLk(~) wk. If we sum the 
right-hand sides of (2.16) diagonally, we get 
il LB(x) wk = e-tw D[H(w)] + yle-rrx D[wH(w)] + ... 
+ yne-TP D[wnH(w)] + a-0 
and using the properties of the D operator (noting that D operates on w only) 
we obtain the desired result (2.15). 
Now that we have the representation (2.15) for the / operator, one may 
wonder whether a repeated application of the J operator can be represented 
in a similar fashion. We known that J[Pn] = P,+, and it follows that 
Jk[Pn] = Pnel, where Jk means an application of J to P,, a succession of k 
times. As an example, for k = 2, we would have 
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which would give us a representation of J”[u] = CzX,,L2,,(x) aCn) once we 
carried out the indicated differentiations and collected terms of ~(~1. The 
result obtained in this fashion would be satisfactory but the process would be 
tedious and unwieldy. For the general solution to the problem posed, how- 
ever, we have the following result: 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose that {P,(, )> T is an Appell-like set with g(w), A(w), 
and 3(t) given as in (2..3), (2.4), and (2.5), respectively. Furthermore, let J 
be the linear operator for this set. Then 
where 
and where&,(x) = 0 for n = 0, I,... (k - 1). Thepolynomials {I&&)} suttify 
the relation 
ikLk,.(x) wn = e+l” D{[H(w)]~ ++w)}, h = 1, 2,... . (2.18) 
It is easily seen that Jk must have the form (2.17). Again, as in the proof 
of Theorem 2.1, it is sufficient to take A(w) = 1. Then we have 
J” &n(W~ = i J { m( 11 k P x wn = Wk f P,(x) wn = wk i m[xg(w)I”. 
n-o n-0 
Expanding Jk as in (2.17) we obtain 
wk n- y,,x”k(w)l” = L,,,(x) f n(n - 1) --a (n - h + 1) m#-kg"(w) 
n-o 
+ &k+l(X) f n(n - 1) “’ (n - h, X”-k+Ly,gn(w) + “’ 
n-0 
Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 we equate coefficients on xn and set 
r(,) = (n + s) *-- (n + l)&’ + (n + s) **a (n + 1) #&.i + *** tl.s 
+ (n + s)! &!.n (2.19) 
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to obtain the result 
3/nWk = Yn+kr:::gk(W) + Y?z+k+lr::!+9”“(w) + ..’ 
+ yn+k+jr~f~+jgk+j(w) + *.’ . (2.20) 
From (2.1) we have that wk = H”[g(w)] an we let this expansion be repre- d 
sented by 
f h,““‘gyw) = Eq-g(w)] = wk. 
s=k 
After substituting (2.21) into the left-hand side of (2.20) and equating coef- 
ficients on g”(w) we find that 





= k, k + l,... 
n = 0, 1) 2 ,... . 
(2.22) 
Now we define 
whereupon from the definition of r$ given in (2.19) and the definition of 
atk)(t) above we obtain II 
(k) 
CD,‘“‘(t) = e-t i. &jj tn. (2.23) 
Comparing coefficients on powers of P in (2.23) gives a relation between 
/F$, and T:! , YF~~,~ ,... I::. Substituting the values (2.22) for Y::, j = n, 
PZ - l,... 0, in this expression then gives the coefficients /,(&‘Ss., explicitly. We 
omit the details and give the result: 
0 for s = 0, 1,2 *** (k - 1) 
&) n+s.n = (n+4 Yn-1 + . ..(- m+4!] 
(2.24) 
---- 
l !  Yn+s-1 n!s!y, 
for s > k. 
In the same fashion as in the proof of Corollary 2.2 we have a result cor- 
responding to (2.14), namely that the coefficients in {&n(X)} of the operator 
lk defined by (2.17) are given by 
i &w” = ys D[wW’“(w)] - ys-l ; D[w”‘Hk(w)] 
n=s+k 
Wi 
+ Ye-2 3 ~[@2Hkwl 
- ... (- l>” ; D[Hk(w)]. (2.25) 
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Then allowing s to take on the values s = 0, I,... in (2.25) and multiplying the 
resulting equations by 1, X, x2 ,..., respectively, we obtain a set of equations 
analogous to (2.16). The result (2.18) is obtained by summing this set of 
equations diagonally and using the properties of the D operator. 
3. LINEAR FUNCTIONAL EQUATIONS SATISFIED BY 
APPELL-LIKE POLYNOMIALS 
Every polynomial set satisfied infinitely many functional equations. For 
example, the Laguerre polynomial set {G,(X)} is a well-known Sheffer set of 
polynomials and is thus an Appell-like set; the set {G,(x)} satisfies the func- 
tional equation [3] 
gl (1 - 4 JYGd41 = nGz(x), 
where / has the relatively simple form J[y] = - y’ - y” - y”’ - **a . One 
of the simplest linear functional equations satisfied by Appell-like polynomials 
is given in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let (P,(x)} be an Appell-like set with operator J. Then the 
set {Pn(x)} satisfies the linear functional equation 
WY] = 2 We(x) JYYI = AY, 
k=l 
(3.1) 
where X = n for y = P,(x), and where Mk(x) is a polynomial of degree < k. 
If we write Mk(x) as 
M,(X) = qk,, + qklx + --' + qklxk 
then the q’s are deBned by 
(3.2) 
@o(w) = go !?k+l.Owk = $j$f (3.3) 
16,(W) = f qk+l.n"' = Llg'W [&'>ln-l, 
k=O 
n = 1, 2, 3,... (3.4) 
with the b,,‘s given by 
go b,t” = $# . (3.5) 
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In order to prove this theorem we suppose that an Appell-like set (P,(X)> 
is given. Then (1.1) holds and there exist power series ,4(2u), g(w), and $(t) 
such that 
f P&x) wn = A(w) l&g(w)]. 
Now define /3, and &, , tz = I, 2, 3 ,..., as in (3.3) and (3.4). Suppose that 
each side of (3.1) (with y = P, , X = n is multiplied by wn-l and a formal ) . 
summation is made from n = 0 to n = co. There will result two power 
series in w and (3.1) will be established if we can show that these two series 
are formally equal. Now the right-hand side series will be 
f ?zP,(x) wn-1 = & {A(w) ~[.xg(w)]} 
7l=O 
= ,4’(w) I&cg(w)] + a-g’(w) ‘4(W) $h’[xg(w)]. (3.6) 
Also, 
i. J”[pn(~)lWn-l = i. P,,-,(x) wn-l = zu”-IA(w) l&g(w)] 
so that the left-hand series is, on formally reversing summation, 
z. ( jtl Mk(x) lk[pn(x)I) wn-l = iI Mk(X) wk-‘A(w) ~[~g(~)] 
which becomes by (3.2) 
A(w) !+dw)l f hk+l.O + qk+l.lx + ... + qk+l,k+l"y wk. 
k=O 
The above expression can then be written as 
A(w)~k(w)l f !?k+l,Owk + A(w)#h!(w)l f xn(f 
k=O VI=1 k=O 
Employing now the definitions of Be(w) and /?Jw) as given in (3.3) and (3.4) 
the above expression becomes 
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Using (3.5) we obtain 
If0 ( jl Mk(4 m&)1) r4F-l = A’(w) vqxg(w)l + q’(w) A(w) f[xg(w)]. 
(3.7) 
Thus (3.6) and (3.7) are equal and (3.1) holds on equating coefficients on 
wn-l 
COROLLARY 3.1. If {P,(x)} is an Appell-like set, then there exists a poly- 
nomial set {Mk(x)} such that 
Fl Mk(4 pn--k(X) = nPn(x) (3.8) 
where the set {Mk(x)} is given by (3.2), (3.3), (3.4), and (3.5). 
COROLMY 3.2. Define 
M(x, w) = f’ Mk(x) wk 
k-1 
with {M,(x)} given as in Theorem 3.1. Then we have 
M(x’ w) = A(w) ;xg(w)] am a GW #b&41>- (3.9) 
One may inquire as to whether the converse of Theorem 3.1 is true. Since 
Eq. (3.1) is linear and homogeneous, any polynomial solution multiplied by a 
constant is again a solution. But if this multiplication is carried out for the 
individual members of the set {P%(x)} we may destroy the property of being 
an Appell-like set. We cannot therefore obtain a complete converse to Theo- 
rem 3.1, but we do have: 
COROLLARY 3.3. Given an operator J. If a set {P,,(x)} satifuzs an equation 
of the form (3.1), where X = n for y = Pn(x), and $/3,, ti reZated to J through 
(3.4) and (3.5) for n = 1, 2, 3 ,..., then nonmro constants {c,> exist so that 
{c,P,(x)} is an Appell-like set corresponding to J with its generating series A(w) 
given by (3.3). 
In order to prove this corollary we define A(w) by (3.3), the arbitrary 
constant which enters being given any nonzero value. By Theorem 3.1, 
the Appell-like set {k(x)}, corresponding to J and with its generating series 
A(w), satisfies (3.1). It is readily found that for h = n Eq. (3.1) has a poly- 
nomial solution P,(x), and that this polynomial is unique to within an arbi- 
trary multiplicative constant. Thus, {cn} exists so that h(x) = c,P,(x). 
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Theorem 3.1 is not wholly satisfactory as a characterization of Appell-like 
sets since it involves the J operator of the set. This objection is removed, 
however, by 
THEOREM 3.2. If {P,,(x)} ti un Appell-like set, it satisfies an equation of the 
f O?Xl 
T[y(x)] = f  Tk(x)Y(k)(x) = ~Y(Xh 
k=l 
(3.10) 
where h = n for y = P,,(x) and where T,(x) is a polynomial of degree not 
exceeding k. Moreover, the operator J and determining functions A(w), g(w), 
and 4(t) corresponding to {P,(x)} are related to the Tk(x)‘s by 
g, T,(x) wk = e-zm D ]u$(xw) [-$$ + xg’(u) =]I , (3.11) 
where u = H(w) and where D is de$ned by (2.13) and operates on w. Conversely, 
if a set {P,(x)} satisfies (3.11) then there etit nonzero constants {c,,} such that 
(c,P,(x)} is an Appell-like set. 
In order to prove this theorem we will use the results of Theorem 2.2 and 
Corollary 3.2. If  {P,(x)} is an Appell-like set we know that (Pn(x)} satisfies 
(3.1) with h = n fory = P,(x). In (3.1) write out J”[y] as a series of derivatives 
of y  as in (2.17). Then choose {T,(x)} so that the resulting expressions are 
identical. 
il Mc&) ($kL.M Y(W) = ,ii T&9 Y’“‘(X)- (3.12) 
It is easily seen that Tk(x) is a polynomial of degree not higher then k in (3.12). 
Now replacing y(j)(x), the jth derivative of y(x), by wj we get 
(3.13) 
Equation (3.13) then becomes 
jjl M&) kzw D[H”(w) #(xw)]} = i T,(x) wk 
k-l 
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by (2.18). Since D is an operator on w we can formally bring the D operator 
outside of the summation in the above expression as 
gl T&> Wk = e-szo D [#(X=‘, il I”kh) H’(W)] . (3.14) 
Now by Corollary 3.2, with u = H(w), we have 
and substituting this expression into the right-hand side of (3.14) (with 
g(u) = w) gives the desired result (3.11). The converse of this theorem will 
follow as in Corollary 3.3. 
In applications we are likely to be interested in Appell-like sets which 
satisfy functional equations (especially of finite order) of the form (3.1) or 
(3.10) but where now instead of h = n we take h as a polynomial in n when- 
every = PJx). For this situation we have the following theorem: 
THEOREM 3.3. Let (P,(x)} be an Appell-like set and let 01~ , c+ ,... ol, be 
given numbers. Then the set {PJx)} satis-es the linear functional equation 
Tt~(x)l = f Tks(X)Y(k)(X) = hY(x>, 
k=l 
(3.15) 
where for y = P*(x) we have 
h = hnS = aln + agz(n - 1) + *** + a&n - 1) *** (fz - S + 1). 
The set { Tks(x)}, each TkS(x) of degree < k, sattijies 
(3.16) 
zl T,~(x) wk = e-SW D I& $ cy,uWk [A(u~~~)l 1 
k-l 
(3.17) 
where u = H(w) and D b given by (2.13). 
The proof of this theorem follows along the lines of the proof of Theorem 
3.2 and we will not give the details here. 
4. APPELL-LIKE SETS SATISFYING FINITE ORDER EQUATIONS 
In this section we will use the results of Sections 2 and 3 to determine 
those Appell-like sets which satisfy finite order equations of the forms (3-l), 
(3.10), and (3.15). The developments presented here parallel those employed 
by Sheffer in determining those Appell polynomials [4] and those Sheffer 
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polynomials [3] which satisfy finite order equations. We begin with the fol- 
lowing theorem: 
THEOREM 4.1. Let {P,(x)} be an Appell-like set with operator ] and 
generating function A(w). In order that the set {P,(x)} satisfies a jinite order 
equation in the operator J of the form 
tl J&(4 Jk[~(x)l = ~yC+ (4-l) 
where h = n for y  = P,,(x), it is necessary and su$icient that, 
(i) 4(t) = erCt’ where r(t) is a polynomial of degree m < r and where m. 
is the highest power of x occurring in {Mk(x)}, k = 1, 2,... r. Also, the power 
series expansion for er( t ) must have all coejicients nonxero. 
(ii) A(w) = eQfru) where Q(w) is a polynomial of degree < 1. 
(iii) g(w) is a polynomial of degree < r/m. 
Suppose that {P,(x)} satisfies (4.1). Then (3.1) holds with n/l,(x) = 0 for 
all k > Y, and hence by (3.3) we have 
r-1 
B&w> = c qr+l.owk = $gf; 
k-0 
and therefore ,4(w) = eQ(w) where Q(w) is a polynomial of degree < Y. 
Suppose now that x” is the highest power of .x in the set {Mk(x)>, k = 1,2,... Y. 
BY (3.4) 
since M,(x) = 0, k > r. Since qk+l,ra is the coefficient of xn in M,+,(x) [see 
(3.2)] we must have flJw) = 0, n > m. Since g, f 0 we see from (4.2) that 
bnpl = 0, n > m. This result together with (3.5) implies that #(t) = erCt) 
where n(t) is a polynomial of degree m. 
If now we allow n = 1, 2,... m in (3.4) we form the set of equations 
~11 + qnlw + qslw” + -0. + ..a + q,@-l = bog’(w) 
qz2w t qS2w2 + a** + .** + q,.2w’-1 = b,g’(w)g(w) 
qmmw”--l + .*. + q,,w’-l = b,-,g’(w) [g(w)]+l, (4.3) 
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where b, # 0 and 6,,+i # 0. The first equation in (4.3) indicates that g(w) 
is a polynomial of maximum degree Y. Integrating the last equation in (4.3) 
with g(0) = 0 gives us the expression 
k(w)]” = dmwm + d,,,+lwm+l + ... + &w” 
for suitable constants d, , d,,,,, ,... d,. . From this expression we see that g(w) 
is a polynomial of degree < r/m. 
The proof of the converse is straightforward from the above and we leave 
the details to the interested reader. 
We now want to investigate the conditions which must be placed on an 
Appell-like set such that the set satisfies a finite order differential equation 
of the form 
(4.4) 
where h = A,,* (3.16) whenever y = P,(X). For a first result we take X = n. 
THEOREM 4.2. In order that {P,,(x)}, an Appell-like set with operator J 
and determining functtim A(w), satisfies a finite order linear dtflerential equation 
of the form (4.4) with h = n, it is necessary and su@ient that 
~(x, w) = e-m D [u+(-) [s + xg’(u) w] 1 (4.5) 
be a polynomial in w. Here, as usual, u = H(w) and D is giv8n by (2.13). 
Suppose that (P,(x)} is an Appell-like set satisfying (4.4) with A = n. 
Then (3.11) holds with the left-hand side a polynomial of degree at most Y 
in w. Hence, V(x, w) is a polynomial of maximum degree I in w. Conversely, 
suppose that (4.5) holds, again with {P,(x)} Appell-like. Then {P,(x)} satisfies 
an equation of the form (3.11) with ccG1 T,(x) wk given by V(x, w) in (4.5). 
Hence, ~~=i T,(x) wk is the same degree as V(x, m), say T, in w. Therefore 
Tk(x) = 0 for K > Y and {P,(x)} satisfies (4.4). 
As a final result we determine those Appell-like polynomials which satisfy 
a finite order equation of the form (4.4) with X = h,8 given by (3.16) when 
Y = p?zw 
THEOREM 4.3. Let {P,,(x)} be an Appell-like set with operator J and deter- 
mining function A(w). In order that {P,(x)> satisjes a$nite order equation of the 
form (4.4) with X = hnS, it is necessary and suJ4cient hat 
V(x, w) = e-aw D 
I 
’ i olkukak [A(u)a$m)l 1 
44 k-1 
(4.6) 
be a polynomial in w. Again, u = H(w) and D is given by (2.13). 
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